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Abstract — Wideband CDMA method has been recently in-
vestigated for its using in the future communication systems.
Such systems capacity depends on many factors, the main is
multi-access interference (MAI). MAI is an inherent CDMA
property connected to correlation characteristics of codes used
to access and to spreading. The influence on CDMA perfor-
mance of these codes families and parameters is presented in
this paper. The standard Gaussian approximation has been
used for interference analysis. Bit error rate (BER) on detec-
tor output is a measure of interference influence on transmis-
sion quality. It can be used for SNRi evaluation on receiver
input for channel assignment and handover procedures. The
results of interference analysis for the pseudo-noise sequences
(M-sequences, Gold, de’Bruin and Jennings) as well as for the
Walsh orthogonal mapping are presented in this paper.
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1. Introduction

Recently, wideband code division multiple access
(WCDMA) has become the most promising technology for
the future personal communication systems (PCS) [1, 2].
This access scheme has a very good behaviour in the ur-
ban areas also in case of coexistence with the other cellular
systems.
In DS-CDMA systems, channels are created using the spe-
cific code sequences. These sequences are used for the
spectrum spreading, synchronisation as well as for infor-
mation transmission. The number of logical channels used
is limited by a number of accessible codes in suitable fam-
ily and by some level of interference. In known standards
(IS-95, IS-665), each base station uses the same sets of
the code sequences but with different phase shifts [3]. In
CDMA standard, the same channel can be used at neigh-
bouring cells; it gives the channel reuse factor approxi-
mately equal to one. So, the system capacity is limited
by required level of interference from other users from the
current and neighbouring cells [4].
Additionally in CDMA, interference results from the non-
zero correlation value between two various sequences of
used code. The analysis of parameters of codes and their in-
fluence on the CDMA performance make possible a choice
of codes for the CDMA system. The channel assignment
to the particular call could be realised by calculation of the
minimal correlation factors with regard to each channel in
the interference area.
Thus, the main goal of this paper is to present an evalua-
tion of performance of the DS-CDMA system with different
pseudo-noise (PN) as well as orthogonal Walsh code fami-

lies. Bit error rate BERon detector output is the measure of
interference influence on the transmission quality. It can be
used for SNRi evaluation on a receiver input for the channel
assignment and handover procedures. BER is defined here
as:

pe = lim
n!∞

ni

n
; (1)

where: ni – number of errors, n – total number of trans-
mitted bits.
The results of interference analysis for the pseudo-noise
sequences (M-sequences, Gold, de’Bruin and Jennings) as
well as for the Walsh orthogonal mapping are presented
here. The standard Gaussian approximation was used for
BERevaluation. BERwas estimated for n= 103�105.

2. Multi-access interference in WCDMA
with PN spreading

Let consider the simplified CDMA system with BPSK,
with the ideal power control and without the synchroni-
sation errors. We assume a radio channel with n(t) – addi-
tive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). Let K is a number of
users each generating series bk(t) of binary data with bit
duration T (Fig. 1). Each user’s data is multiplied by chip
that is a binary PN spreading sequence ak(t) with duration
TC � T:

ak(t) =
∞

∑
j=�∞

a(k)
j

pTC
(t� jTC) ; (2)

where pT(t) = 1 for 0� t � T or pT(t) = 0 otherwise.

Fig. 1. DS-CDMA model.

We assume that N = T=TC, so we have N chips
a(k)

0
; a(k)

1
; : : : ; a(k)

N�1
in each data bit.
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The signals on the transceiver output and on the receiver
input are respectively:

sk(t) =
p

2P�ak(t)bk(t) cos(ωCt +θk) ; (3)

r(t)=n(t)+
K

∑
k=1

p
2Pak(t�τk)bk(t�τk)�cos(ωCt+φk) ;

(4)

where: P – power, ωC – carrier frequency, φk = θk�ωCτk,
θk – phase, τk – delay of k-th signal.
It can be noticed that θi = 0 and τi = 0, so 0< τk < T and
0< θk < 2π for k 6= i.
A signal on the output of the receiver correlator can be
expressed as [5]:

Zi =

r
P
2

(
bi;0T +

K

∑
k=1
k6=i

h
bk;�1Rk;i(τk)+

+bk;0R̂k;i(τk)
i
�cosφk

)
+

Z T

0
n(t) �ai(t) cosωCtdt ; (5)

where Rk;i ; R̂k;i are the correlation functions. For 0� lTC�
τ � (l +1)TC � T , they are given by:

Rk;i(τ) =Ck;i(l �N)TC+
h
Ck;i(l +1�N)+

�Ck;i(l �N)
i
� (τ� lTC) ; (6)

R̂k;i(τ) =Ck;i(l)TC +
h
Ck;i(l +1)+

�Ck;i(l)
i
� (τ� lTC) ; (7)

where Ck;i is the aperiodic cross-correlation function for

sequences (a(k)
j
) and (a(i)

j
) defined as:

Ck;i(l) =

8><
>:

∑N�1�l
j=0 a(k)

j
�a(i)

j+1
0� l � N�1

∑N�1+l
j=0 a(k)

j�l
�a(i)

j
1�N� l < 0

0 jl j � N

: (8)

It is easy to see, the correlation performance of the PN
codes should be analysed for MAI evaluation. Signal-to-
noise ratio on I -th output of correlation receiver can be es-
timated using Gaussian approximation taking into account
that binary data, time delay and phase shift of each sig-
nal are independent random variables. So, Zi is normally
distributed with the mean value

p
P=2�T and covariance:

σ2 =
PT2

12N3

K

∑
k=1
k6=i

rk;i +
N0T

4
; (9)

where rk;i can be calculated from [6]:

rk;i =
N�1

∑
l=1�N

Ck(l) [2Ci(l)+Ci(l +1)] : (10)

Here, Ck;l is the autocorrelation function.

SNRis defined as:

SNRi =

p
P=2�T
σi

: (11)

Replacing (9) in (11) the SNRon the output of correlator
can be calculated as:

SNRi =
1vuut 1

6N3 �
K

∑
k=1
k6=i

rk;i +
N0
2E

; (12)

where E = P �T is the bit energy.
Thus BERcan be estimated from

Pe
�= Q(SNRi) ; (13)

where Q(�) is the error function defined as follows:

Q(x) =
1p
2π

Z ∞

x
e�

t2
2 dt : (14)

3. Multi-access interference in WCDMA
with Walsh mapping

One of the main methods used for MAI reduction is the or-
thogonal mapping of data stream generated by the user in
the uplink. Each group of data are replaced by the orthogo-
nal sequence in this method. Most often, Walsh sequences
are used in practise [1]. The model of quadrature modulator
for system with M-ary mapping is presented in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. The quadrature modulator with M-ary mapping.

The orthogonal sequence of k-th user is given by [8]:

Wk(t) =
∞

∑
ν=�∞

Wk
ν (t) �PT(t�υT) ; (15)

where PT(t) = 1 for 0� t � T or PT(t) = 0 otherwise.

Here, each of m bits is replaced by one of M
Walsh functions of length T (Fig. 3). In (15)
Wk

ν is the Walsh symbol of k-th user from the set
fW0(t); W1(t); W2(t); : : : ; WM�2(t); WM�1(t)g correspond-
ing to m bits of input data. Symbol Wk

ν consists of M
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Walsh “chips” wi; j ( j = 0; 1; : : : ; M�1) of duration TW
(T = M �TW).

Therefore

Wi(t) =
M�1

∑
j=0

wi; j �PTW
(t� jTW) : (16)

Fig. 3. The sequences in modulator from Fig. 2.

The transmitted signal of k-th user can be expressed as

sk(t) =
p

P�W(k)(t) �A(k)(t) �exp( jθk) ; (17)

where A(k)(t) is a complex spreading sequence of k-th
user that consists two sequences a(k)

I
and a(k)

Q
in the in-

phase I and quadrature Q branches, respectively.
For a system with K users working asynchronously and
simultaneously, the receiver input signal is [8]:

r(t) =
K

∑
k=1

p
P �W(k)(t�τk) �A(k)(t�τk) �exp( jφk)+n(t) :

(18)

The detection could be performed using a set of M matched
filters [8].
From [8], the variance of signal on the output of k-th filter
is

σ2 =
1
2

varfZkg=
PT

24N3

K

∑
k=1
k6=i

γk;i +
N0

2
(19)

and the probability of bit error can be obtained from:

pe=
2K�1

2K�1

(
1�

M�1

∑
k=0

(�1)k

k+1
�
�

M�1
k

�
�e�

s2�k
2σ2(k+1)

)
; (20)

where

pc=
1

2σ2

Z ∞

0

�
1�e�x=2σ2

�
�e�(x+s2)=2σ2�I0

�
s
p

x
σ2

�
dx: (21)

In (21), s2 =P�T and I0(�) is the modified zero-order Bessel
function.

4. Numerical results

Basing on above analyses, the simulation program was elab-
orated in C++. The generators of maximal length sequences
(M-sequences), Gold sequences, de’Bruin sequences, Jen-
nings sequences as well as Walsh (Walsh-Hadamard) or-
thogonal sequences were implemented in this program. It
enabled to examine the BER as a function of Eb=N0 for
code families mentioned above. Some numerical results
are presented below.
Figure 4 shows simulation results for sequences length
N = 63 (64) and N = 511 (512) for K = 10 users. The
numbers in round brackets concern de’Bruin and Jennings
sequences. The length increase causes the BER decrease.
In practise, the codes of bigger length are used. For exam-
ple, the codes with N = 242�1 and N = 215�1 are used
in IS-95 systems.

Fig. 4. Simulation results for various codes, K = 10, N= 31.

Fig. 5. BERversus users number, N= 127, Eb=N0 = 6 dB.

Figures 5 and 6 show the BER for K = 3, 10 and 20 users
for code sequences length N = 127 (128) and two values of
Eb=N0 equal 6 and 12 dB respectively. It can be observed
the differences between results obtained for various codes
(except M-sequences) decrease with Eb=N0 increasing.
Figures 7, 8 and 9 show the results obtained for Walsh
mapping with additional PN spreading by Gold and
M-sequences. The PN length equals N = 2n, here one 0 bit
is added to the sequence for 0 and 1 balancing [8].
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Fig. 6. BERversus users number, N= 127, Eb=N0 = 12 dB.

Fig. 7. Simulation results for Walsh mapping, M = 64, K = 10,
added M- and Gold sequences spreading.

Fig. 8. Simulation results for Walsh sequences, K = 5;10, added
Gold sequences spreading.

In Fig. 7, n is the number of PN bits added to one Walsh
chip. Here m= 6, so one of Walsh 64 bits sequence corre-
sponds to 6 bits of input data. In IS-95, n= 4 and m= 6.
Figure 8 shows the impact of number mapping bits m for
two numbers of users K = 5 and 10. Here, the 127+1 bits
Gold sequence is used for spreading. The m increase de-
creases the level of MAI.
As it can be seen in Fig. 9, the increase of users number
does not significant decrease of the BER for longer Walsh

Fig. 9. Simulation results for Walsh sequences, M = 64,
K = 3;10, 20, Eb=N0 = 6 dB, added Gold sequences N= 128.

sequences. It is caused by BER reduction companying the
increasing of mapped bits that increases the spreading code
length.

5. Conclusions

The multi-access is the main source of interference in
WCDMA systems.
Taking into account the simulation results it can be con-
cluded that:

– M-sequences have the worst correlation properties
comparing to the other considered PN codes; more-
over, the number of different sequences in code fam-
ily is very limited, so the main goal of such codes
analysis is they are basis for many other PN codes;

– the very good results was obtained for Gold se-
quences; it explains these codes usage in real sys-
tems;

– the code length has a significant impact on MAI
level, so the longer codes are preferred to use in
WCDMA systems; that is no problem to generate
the long codes, but it can cause an increasing of syn-
chronising time;

– the number of users increasing causes the MAI in-
creasing that limits the system capacity;

– the best results was achieved for Gold and de’Bruin
sequences that prefer their usage in WCDMA; but,
the performances of Jennings sequences (large num-
ber of codes in family, not poor correlation proper-
ties, 0–1 symbols symmetry) make these codes very
interesting for using in military systems;

– in Walsh mapping, the mapped bits number increase
causes the significant reduction of BER even a few
ranges;

– the very good results in BERdecreasing are obtained
using Walsh mapping companying to PN spreading;
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– the PN code type has a less influence on MAI level
than a number of mapped bits.

It must be noticed, that presented analysis and results was
obtained while some simplified assumptions had been done.
It especially concerns the power control in up- and down-
links, users mobility, absence of the noise from narrowband
systems, the call traffic performances, etc.
However the results of this analysis can be used in channel
access as well as in handover procedures.
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